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A comprehensive sensory analysis of Extra Virgin Olive Oil (EVOO) is focusing since many years mainly on olive oil competitions while blends for the mass market are just classified within the grades extra virgin, virgin, ordinary and lampant. Producers and bottlers for the mass market promise EVOO-quality, meaning to just  assure upwards from the minimum request - that is: defects < 0 and fruitiness > 0, depending from the price.
After the introduction of the COI profile sheet it was the German Olive Oil Panel (DOP) that looked for solutions to discriminate the millions of tons of EVOO with an objective and validated methodology. This method should include the official Panel-Test (VO EWG 2568/91, modified till today) and supplement – in case the grade EVOO could be proven - a significant added value. To accomplish this, the official profile sheet was extended with just one additional scale for the evaluation of the harmony value. A prior training of the panellists needs the application of a wide range of samples and much experience with flavour and taste description. The panel supervisor (PSV) has to assure a CVr for the median of the harmony value of maximum 10%. Single results of tasters which have scored higher than 1.5 compared with the median will be eliminated but at least 6 results have to remain for a valid result. 
Data from olive oil samples evaluated by the DOP during the past 5-7 years (n = 2400) show significant improvement of the EVOO quality especially in the lower price segment which covers around 70-80% of the market . It also helped to decrease the percentage of defected EVOO from 27 % to 16 %. The methodology (DOP 2007-1-A47 and SOP: LMT-SEN-A4-301) are able to show the differences between “well done” and “risky” EU-Blends and in the same way discriminates PDO samples from other samples of the same variety. DOP in cooperation with SOP have validated the methodology and proved as well the benefit for competitions such as the International Olive Oil Award (IOOA).
All this leads to a new level of quality information within the EVOO grade. And this pushes producers and bottlers to a better quality awareness, starting with an early harvest going on to a minimises stand-by time before extraction and finally improving the malaxation and extraction methodology in favour of a more pleasant flavour. 
The method that was developed especially for German speaking countries is an important and appropriate tool to evaluate the quality of the category EVOO in more detail. For the majority of samples in the organoleptic assessment during the previous years the factor “harmony” became the decision making value for the quality ranking. Standard positive attributes do certainly still influence the harmony-value but mainly contribute to the grade of intensity (fruitiness). 


